Data Privacy and Protection

Generator Hostels

1. SCOPE
All data subjects whose personal data is collected, in line with the requirements of the GDPR.

2. PERSONAL DATA DEFINED
Under the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) personal data is defined as: “any information
relating to an identified or identifiable natural person ('data subject'); an identifiable natural
person is one who can be identified, directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identifier such
as a name, an identification number, location data, an online identifier or to oneor more factors specific
to the physical, physiological, genetic, mental, economic, cultural or social identity of that natural
person”.

3. RESPONSIBILITIES
3.1.

Data Protection Officer
The Data Protection Officer is responsible for ensuring that this notice is made available to data subjects
prior to Generator Hostels collecting and processing their personal data.

3.2.

Generator Employees/Staff
All Employees/Staff of Generator Hostels who interact with data subjects are responsible for
ensuring that this notice is drawn to the data subject’s attention and their consent to the
processing of their data is secured.

4. GENERATOR HOSTELS PRIVACY NOTICE
4.1.

Who Are We?
Generator Hostels Ltd, (referred to as "Generator") is Europe’s fastest growing hostel brand located in the
most central locations across Europe including Dublin, London, Copenhagen, Hamburg, Berlin, Venice,
Barcelona, Paris, Amsterdam, Stockholm, Rome, Madrid and Miami.
Our head office address is: Generator Hostels Ltd, Venture House, 27-29 Glasshouse Street, London
W1B 5DF. UK, United Kingdom.
The contact details for the companies that locally run our Group’s hostels, and who can help with any
questions about your stay, are provided in the appendix of this document.
Our Data Protection Officer can be contacted about any matters covered in this notice: By email:
dpo@staygenerator.com

4.2.

Who Does This Notice Apply To?
This notice applies to following individuals and categories of individuals:
●

●

●
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Customers: Individuals making bookings; Individuals making payment transactions; Guests
and Visitors to one of our Hostels or other premises; Anyone calling one of our phone
numbers; and Anyone visiting or using any one of our Websites; Apps; Reservation or
Guest Services Teams ("Customer Data");
Contacts: We retain contact data for the period where it is in our Legitimate Interest to help
us to grow and improve our organisation. This includes Generator’s suppliers, partners,
contractors and contingent workers, prospective clients, other business contacts,
merchants accepting payments and other individuals whose personal data we collect in the
course of our business (“Contact Data”); and
Employees: Generator Employees, former employees, dependents and beneficiaries of
employees, former employees, and prospective employees in connection with their
working relationship or application for employment ("Employment Data").
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When Do We Collect Personal Data?
● In response to a lawful request from a court or government agency or to otherwise comply with
applicable law or compulsory process;
● For other purposes required or permitted by law or regulation;
● For protecting Generator’s legal rights or assets;
● When fulfilling a transaction initiated by or involving a Data Subject;
● When fulfilling a transaction with or for our clients;
● When you use our wi-fi provided by Air Angel;
● When transferring certain data where necessary or required to other participants in a
transaction processing chain, such as card associations and debit network operators and their
members;
● When providing the data to agents and contractors to assist us in our business;
● When enforcing our rights or the rights of other persons in a financial transaction;
● For fraud prevention or investigation, or other risk management purposes;
● For identification and information verification purposes;
● In emergencies where the health or safety of a person is endangered;
● Training;
● When facilitating the acquisition or disposition of Generator businesses, including providing
Personal Data to prospective purchasers;
● For Business development;
● When maintaining and building customer relationships;
● During Business planning;
● For Facilities Management;
● When maintaining & supporting technology including infrastructure; Software and Database
systems;
● Maintaining the security of data collected and processed; and
● On the written request of the Data Subject, where appropriate; and
● Generator Employees should refer to Generator’s Employee Privacy Notice for details.

4.4.

Why Do We Collect Personal Data?
We collect and process personal information to:
● Receive & respond to enquiries; make, amend & administer room bookings, process & store
payment details, provide access to other products and services (such as meals), provide existing
customers with information about our properties, to give them access to special offers and to
gather customer feedback to help us to improve the services that we offer and to improve our
customers' experience whilst visiting or staying at one of our premises;
● Enable us to fulfil our contracts with our guests;
● Comply with legalrequirements;
● Maintain the security and safety of our premises through CCTV; and
● Understand who we are accommodating at our properties for your safety, for the safety or our
other guests, visitors to our premises and for the safety of our staff and to protect our business.
We may also collect persona data within processes where we have conducted a legitimate interest
assessment which shows a compelling justification for collection of that data without undue or
unexpected impact on the individuals whose data we are collecting. In all cases where we collect
personal data on that basis we do so in a transparent fashion at the point of collection. For
example, we have identified a legitimate interest for the collection of personal data for users of our
free wi-fi services and for the use of personal data provided to us for marketing purposes or to ask
customers to take part in customer surveys. This is clearly stated in our communications and the
opportunity to opt-out is always provided.
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These situations we collect data on this basis include, but are not limited to:
● Seek to prevent and detect crime;
● Promote our business; and
● Undertake market research, direct marketing, including analysis to create profiles and to
conduct customer surveys
We sometimes use Web Sites and Social Media on the legal basis of our legitimate interest to protect
and expand our business as follows:
● When you post on social media about our business, we may use your contact details to respond
to any complaints or comments;
● Website user and guest data are collected for statistical purposes;
● To support this and our other legitimate interests our websites use third-party marketing and
analytical cookies. Similar technologies are included in our marketing emails, as explained in
our Cookie Notice;
● It is possible to reject or block cookies in your browser settings and to remove yourself from our
marketing and survey emails by unsubscribing from them.

What Personal Data Do We Collect?

4.5.

Generator processes and transfers Personal Data including, in some instances, Special Category Personal
Data relating to the following types of Natural Persons as follows:

4.5.1. Customers’ Personal Data
4.5.1.1.

Booking-Related:

We need some information in order for us to confirm bookings; complete reservation or
welcome guests and visitors to one of our Hostels or other premises. This will usually consist of:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Your name
Telephone or mobile number – in case of an emergency
Gender
Nationality
Date of Birth
Identification data i.e. Passport, Driving License details
Date of arrival and departure
Email address
In some instances, we request credit card details, for example when a booking is made over the
phone or via one of our secure online platforms. Please see the Credit Card Data section below for
further information about when we take and how we handle credit card data

Note: Upon arrival we will require the same information from your fellow travellers, please
ensure they are all aware of this to ensure a quick and efficient check-in.

4.5.1.2.

Direct Marketing andSurveys

Generator Hostels may use your data for marketing purposes, to inform you of its services which may,
according to your past preferences, be of interest to you or to take part in one of our customer
surveys. These communications shall strictly adhere to applicable legal regulations. Advertising
and marketing materials ofthe Contractingor other parties shall be sent to you only if you opted in for
these communications during the registration process, via e- mail or otherwise.
Your decision about direct marketing may be withheld in accordance with the opt-out rules
described in each marketing e-mail or other form of communication. Opting out can be done via
changing the settings of your User account or by directly contacting Generator Hostels (please see
contact details below). Should you opt out, Generator Hostels shall retain only such data necessary for
provision of services in accordance with the rules set out in this policy.
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Credit Card Data

In order to guarantee reservations via all channels including but not restricted to telephone, website or
smartphone application, we require debit/credit card number, name on the card, card type (we accept
VISA, Mastercard or Maestro) and the expiry date. We ask for no more information than is required to
confirm booking and full credit card details are never requested, nor should they be sent, in full
in an email or other written form.
Your debit/credit card details are only used to secure your booking and Generator Hostels Ltd willonly
debit the account if you do not follow our cancellation procedure. Reservations that are cancelled at
least 24 hours prior to arrival are not charged for, whereas no shows or failing to cancel in excess of 24
hours will incur a charge for the first night.
Generator Hostels Ltd indemnifies itself against all data use on and reservations made via third party
websites/agents. Please refer to their relevant privacy policy and terms and conditions.

4.5.2. Contacts Personal Data
Generator’s collects Suppliers, partners, contractors and contingent workers, prospective clients, other
business contacts, merchants accepting payments and other business contacts personal data in the
course of our business. Generator are committed to protecting these individuals’ rights and
freedoms as they relate to data privacy and protection through the measures explained throughout
this privacy notice.

4.5.3. Employee’s Personal Data
Generator Hostels Ltd respects employee privacy. Employees should refer to Generator’s
Employee Privacy Notice for details;

4.5.4. Generator’s Handling of Special Categories of Data
Sensitive data, referred to as Special Category Data, include: Racial or Ethnic origin; Political opinions;
Religious or philosophical beliefs; Trade Union membership; Genetic or biometric data used for the
purpose of uniquely identifying an individual; Data concerning health; or Data concerning a natural
person's sex life or sexual orientation.
Generator does not routinely collect sensitive or Special Category Data. Where exceptions occur
Special Category Data is only collected when:
● You, or someone to whom you’ve given explicit consent to act on your behalf, provides this type of
information to us it may be possible for us to store that data where it is in your vital interests that
we do so. An example of this would be where you have specific needs that could impact your
safety whilst you stay with us.
● Explicit Consent has been provided, in the case of a child (a person below the age 16 years), by an
authorised holder of parental responsibility for that child;
● It is in the person’s vital interests that we do so - for example where there are specific needs that
could impact the individual’s safety whilst staying at one of our properties; and
● In all other situations, however, we will need to ask for your explicit consent to store or
otherwise process health-related or other special categories of personal information.

4.6.

Disclosing Information to Third Parties
● Generator respects individuals’ privacy. This means that, other than the for the purposes referred
to in this policy, we will not sell or disclose any personal information to any other person, business
or third-party without your consent except in the case of an emergency or where we are legally
obliged to do so (for example, if required to do so by court order or for the purposes of prevention
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of fraud) or where we see it as part of our duty of care;
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● On occasion Generator may feel that it is in a person’s vital interest or within our duty of care for
that individual to provide personal information to athird-party. For example,there might be a risk
that you have been exposed to a health threat and that your vital interest is best-served if we
provide your contact details to a health authority representative or doctor; In cases where the
matter is not urgent we will always seek your express consent to do so. However, if a situation
arises where we feel that the matter is more urgent then we will write to you to inform you that
we have provided your private information to a third-party; who that third party is, their contact
details and a justification for our urgent action;
● We disclose your personal data to payment providers, technology providers, insurers, and other
specialist professional and technical service providers and advisers, to manage your bookings,
arrange payments, and provide services; and
● In some cases, we may transfer your personal data outside the European Economic Area. Where we
do this, we will use appropriate and proportionate safeguards and require contractually that
these greater or equal safeguards are implemented by the recipients (processor) who will be
obliged to preserve your data privacy and protection rights. The processor will be restricted from
passing your data to a third party or third country without our explicit consent which will only be
granted where security is greater than or equal to the measures that we employ and where your
rights are contractually preserved.

4.7.

How Long Do We Keep Personal Data?
Details of the periods that Generator Hostels retains, and processes personal data can be found in
Generator’s Data Retention Policy. In summary, for the purposes of this document, we operate the
following broad guidelines for the retention and processing of personal data:
Employment Data: Employees should refer to Generator’s Employee Privacy Notice for details;
Customer Data: For 3 years or until such time as the purpose for which the data was collected is no
longer valid whichever is the shorter;
Contact Data: We retaincontact data for the periodwhere it is inour Legitimate Interest to retain
it to help us grow and improve our organisation. This includes Generator’s suppliers, partners,
contractors and contingent workers and prospective clients.

Where we process personal data on the basis of your consent, we will retain it for as long as required for
the specified purpose. We also keep your data
● For a period that allows us to fulfil our contract with you, provide services to you and
respond to your questions or complaints;
● For the period required by local law concerning keeping records;
● To allow us to uphold or protect contractual or legal rights; or
● Where it is in your or another party’s vital interests or our legitimate interests.
We may also be required to keep personal data in line with any statutory limitation periods and for tax,
legal or regulatory purposes.

4.8.

Keeping Our Data Up-to-Date
As an accommodation and leisure provider, we have guests returning to our properties on a regular basis.
It is your duty to inform us if any of your personal information which we hold about you needs to be
updated. We may contact you at any time if you have booked accommodation with us and we suspect
we hold false information about you.

4.9.

Web Sites

4.9.1. How We Use Cookies
When you use our websites, we aim to make your experience engaging. In order to do this, we use
cookies. Cookies are small text files which are sometimes downloaded on your computer or mobile
2020
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device when you first visit our website so that we can remember who you are.
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Usually, cookies contain two pieces of information: a site name and unique user ID. Cookies cannot be
used alone to identify you, although they may be used to identify your IP address. Cookies help us and/or
third-party websites recognise your device the next time you visit and may remember details such as your
username and preferences, analyse how the website is performing, or allow us to recommend content
we believe is relevant to you.
Generally, cookies used on this website may perform the following functions:

4.9.2. Essential:
These temporary cookies only remain in the cookies folder of your browser until you leave our website.

4.9.3. Performance:
These cookies are stored on your computer – they contain no personal information and are used to
improve performance and assist in navigation. They remain in the cookies folder of your browser
for longerthan“Essential”cookies(dependentonyourbrowser settings).
We use or allow third parties to serve cookies that fall into the categories above. We use Google
Analytics to help us monitor our website traffic, and cookies may also be served via
generatorhostels.com or any of our subsidiary domains, online surveys, and online publications.
We may also use third party cookies to help us with market research, revenue tracking,
improving site functionality and monitoring compliance with our Terms and Conditions and
Copyright Policy as stated in our Terms and Conditions.
By using our website, you agree that we can place these types of cookies on your device. We may
change ‘HOW WE USE COOKIES’ from time to time. It is your responsibility to check the policy regularly.
You will be deemed to have accepted any amendments to the policy if you continue to make use of the
website after a change to ‘HOW WE USE COOKIES’ has been made.
We have links to social networking websites (for example but not limited to: Facebook, Twitter,
LinkedIn) from Generator Hostels. These websites may place cookies on your computer. We do not
control how they use their cookies. We suggest you check their website to see how they are using
cookies.
For more information about cookies, visit www.aboutcookies.org which includes useful information
on cookies and how to block cookies using different types of browser. Please note that by blocking or
deleting cookies, you may not be able to take full advantage of our websites.

4.9.4. Third Party Websites
Our website contains links to many other websites promoting their business and needs to our guests.
Generator Hostels indemnifies itself against all data use on and reservations made via third party
websites/agents. Please refer to their relevant privacy policy and terms and conditions.

4.9.5. Google Analytics & Demographic Data
We use Google Analytics to collect information about visitor behaviour on our website. Google Analytics
stores information about what pages you visit, how long you are on the site, how you got here and what
you click on. This Analytics data is collected via a JavaScript tag in the pages of our site and is not tied to
personally identifiable information. We therefore do not collect or store your personal information
(e.g. your name or address) so this information cannot be used to identify who you are.
You can find out more about Google’s position on privacy as regards its analytics service at
http://www.google.co.uk/intl/en/analytics/privacyoverview.html
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The tracking cookie also allows us to access aggregates demographic and audience data from online
behavioural advertising services. This information is only available to us at a group level, with no
personal or identifiable information contained within it. It is used only for us to evaluate the
effectiveness of the website and see how different groups of users use and respond to the site, and
in no way allow us to track people individually. You may opt out of this tracking by disabling cookies
within your browser.

4.9.6. Website Security
The Internet is not a secure medium. However, we have put in place various security procedures,
including firewalls that are used to block unauthorised traffic to our website.

4.10.

Your Data, Your Rights

4.10.1. Your Rights
By submitting your information to us, you consent to the use of that information as set out in this
Privacy Policy. At any point while we are in possession of or processing your personal data, you, the data
subject, have the following rights:
● You have the right to object to certain types of processing such as direct marketing or
involvement in customersurveys;
● You have the right to object to automated processing, including profiling;
● You have the right to request a copy of the information that we hold about you;
● You have the right to ask us to correct the data that we hold about you that is inaccurate or
incomplete;
● In certain circumstances you can ask for the data we hold about you to be erased from our records;
● Where certain conditions apply you have the right to ask that we restrict the processing of your
personal data;and
● You may have the right to have the data we hold about you transferred to another
organisation.
● Right to judicial review: if Generator Hostels refuses your request under rights of access;
Note: we will always provide you with a reason as to why we have refused your rights request;

● You have the right to complain as outlined in Section 5 of this document;
Note: Rights requests will be forwarded on to a third party if one is involved in the processing of your
personal data.

4.11.

Sharing of Our Personal Data
Your personal data will not be shared with, or provided to, any third party except in the
following situations:
● You consent; or
● data is necessary for provision of services – for example credit card details will be exchanged with your
bank for your booking to be confirmed (b) Generator Hostel’s is obliged to provide the personal
data on the basis of law or upon order by a public authority, or
● it is specifically allowed by applicable legal regulations.

4.12.

Data Security
Generator Hostels will make every effort to ensure that your personal data is stored securely.
The aim is to eliminate unauthorized or unlawful processing of your personal data, or accidental,
unauthorized or unlawful access, use, transferring, processing, copying, transmitting, alteration,
loss or damage of your personal data. Despite all efforts and meeting
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all rules set out by applicable legal regulations, it is not possible to guarantee the security of your data,
if it is transferred or transmitted in an unsecured way.
For this reason, we have introduced adequate physical, technical and organizational measures and
plans to protect and secure all information collected by our services using
● Using Cryptography, where necessary;
● Using password protection, where necessary; and
● Restricting access to your personal data (i.e. access to your personal data is granted only to those
employees or personnel forwhom the access is indispensable for the purposes described in this
document and in our full privacy policy).
We require that our partners, who provide supporting services that help us to store and otherwise
process your personal data, apply the same high level of protection to your data.
Note: These measures do not remove your duty to secure your own personal data. You should, inter alia,
regularly change your passwords and should never use predictable usernames and/or passwords,share
your password with other persons, or grant access to your User account and/or disclose your
personal data to other persons.
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5. COMPLAINTS
In the event that you wish to make a complaint about how your personal data is being processed by Generator
Hostels or third parties (as described in 4.6 Disclosing Information to Third Parties), or how your complaint has
been handled, you havetherighttolodgeacomplaint directly with thesupervisory authority. In the first instance
please raise that complaint with Generator Hostels’ Data Protection Officer in the first instance.
Generator Hostels Group Data Protection Officer (DPO) can be contacted as follows: Contact
Name:
Address line 1:
Address line 2:
Address line 3:
Address line 4:
Address line 5:
Email:

The Data Protection Officer
Generator Hostels Ltd,
Venture House
27-29 Glasshouse Street, London
W1B 5DF
United Kingdom
dpo@staygenerator.com

If you remain unhappy with the handling of your case, then you have the right to contact the UK
Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) as follows:
By phone (UK)
Byphone (outside UK)
ICO Web Page
Email

6.

0303 123 1113
+44 1625 545 700
https://ico.org.uk/make-a-complaint/your-personal-information-concerns/
dataprotectionfee@ico.org.uk

CHANGES TO OUR PRIVACY POLICY
We may change our Privacy Policy at any time. Continued use of our websites signify that you agree to
any such changes.
Please be aware that the privacy policy is in English. For any support in a foreign language please
contact dpo@staygenerator.com
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APPENDIX A: GENERATOR GROUP COMPANIES AND LOCATIONS
GENERATOR HEAD OFFICE
• Company name: Generator Hostels Limited
• Office Address: Venture House, 27-29 Glasshouse Street, London W1B 5DF UK
• Registered Address: MacNaughton House, Compton Place, London WC1H 9SD UK
• Telephone number: +44 (0)207 432 7350
• Fax: +44 (0)207 388 7666
• Email: askus@generatorhostels.com
• Registry: Companies House
• Registered number: 03192617
• Directors: Sharn Gill, Andre Guettouche, Jonathan Millet
• VAT ID: GB 945 6083 04
GENERATOR AMSTERDAM
• Company name: Horizon Properties B.V.
• Address: Mauritskade 57, 1092 AD, Amsterdam
• Telephone number: +31207085600
• Email: finance.amsterdam@generatorhostels.com
• Registry: Dutch Chamber of Commerce
• Registered number: 60538376
• Directors: Andre Guettouche, Bart Van Der Windt
• VAT ID: NL853952590B01
GENERATOR BARCELONA
• Company Name: Generator BCN 1, S.L.
• Address: Carrer de Corsega 373, 08037 Barcelona. Spain
• Telephone number: +34 9322 00377
• Email: reception.gebcn@generatorhostels.com
• Registry: Central Mercantile Register
• Registered number: B65374811
• Directors: Alastair Thomann, Alicia Alvarez, Omar Lazaro
• VAT ID: ES B64888746
GENERATOR BERLIN MITTE
• Company name: Generator Berlin Mitte GmbH
• Address: Oranienburger Str. 65, 10117 Berlin. Germany
• Telephone number: +49 (0)30 92103 7680
• Fax: +49 (0)30 27580 996
• Email: ask.berlinmitte@staygenerator.com
• Registry: Amtsgericht Berlin Charlottenburg
• Registered number: HRB 122701 B
• Directors: Andre Guettouche and Steffen Malinkski
• VAT ID: DE 268310487
GENERATOR BERLIN PRENZLAUER BERG
• Company name: Generator Hostel Berlin GmbH
• Address: Storkower Str. 160, 10407 Berlin, Germany
• Telephone Number: +49 (0)30 417 2400
• Fax: +49 (0)30 417 24080
• Email: ask.prenzlauerberg@staygenerator.com
• Registry: Amtsgericht Berlin Charlottenburg
• Registered address: Amtsgericht Berlin Charlottenburg
• Registered number: HRB 83885
• Directors: Andre Guettouche and Steffen Malinkski
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VAT ID:DE 813 4097 37

GENERATOR COPENHAGEN
• Company name: Generator Hostel Copenhagen A/S
• Address: Adelgade 5-7, 1304 Copenhagen, Denmark
• Telephone number: +45 7877 5400
• Email: ask.copenhagen@generatorhostels.com
• Registry: Danish Business Authority (Erhvervsstyrelsen)
• Registered number: 32778097
• Directors: Andre Guettouche, Lars Ulrik Sven Martin Christopher Alm
• VAT ID: DK 32778097
GENERATOR DUBLIN
• Company name: Generator Properties Dublin Limited
• Address: Smithfield Square, Smithfield, Dublin 7. Ireland
• Telephone number: +353 1 901 0222
• Email: ask.dublin@generatorhostels.com
• Registry: Companies Registration Office Ireland
• Registered number: 480252
• Directors: Andre Guettouche and Laura Stopforth
• VAT ID: IE 9734900k
GENERATOR HAMBURG
• Company name: Generator Hostel Hamburg GmbH Address: Steintorplatz 3, 20099 Hamburg, Germany
Telephone number: +49 (0)40 226 35 8460
• Email: ask.hamburg@staygenerator.com
• Registry: Amtsgericht Hamburg
• Registered number: HRB 110518
• Directors: Andre Guettouche and Steffen Malinkski
• VAT ID: DE 267 8330 80
GENERATOR LONDON
• Company name: Generator Hostel London Limited
• Address: MacNaughton House, Compton Place, London WC1H 9SD UK
• Telephone number: +44 (0)207 388 7666
• Fax: +44 (0)207 388 7644
• Email: ask.london@generatorhostels.com
• Registry: Companies House
• Registered number: 02799205
• Directors: Sharn Gill, Andre Guettouche, Jonathan Millet, Jueane Thiessen and Alastair Thomann
• VAT ID: GB 945 6083 04
GENERATOR MADRID
• Company name: SBS Madrid S.A.
• Address: Calle de San Bernardo 2, Madrid, Spain, 28013
• Telephone number: +34 9104 79800
• Email: askus@generatorhostels.com
• Registry: Central Mercantile Register
• Registered number: A78484961
• Directors: Alastair Thomann, Generator BCN 1 SL, Alicia Alvarez, Omar Lazaro
• VAT ID: ES-A78484961
GENERATOR MIAMI
• Company name: G 3120 Collins Operating Company LLC
• Address: 3120 Collins Avenue, Miami Beach, Miami, USA, FL 33140
• Telephone number: +1 786 496 5730
• Email: miami@generatorhostels.com
• Registry: Registered in USA
• Registered number: 35-2631523
• Directors: G 3120 Collins Holdings, Inc.
GENERATOR VENICE
• Company name: Ghostell s.r.l.
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Address: Fondamenta della croce 84-86, Isola della Giudecca, 30133 Venice, Italy
Telephone number: +39 (0)418778288
Email: ask.venice@generatorhostels.com / ghostell@legalmail.it
Registry: Italian Business Registry (Camera di Commercio Industria Artigianato e Agricoltura di Venezia
Rovigo)
Registered number: VE-357882
Directors: Alastair Thomann (Chairman), Benedetta Cattuzzo (Councilor) and Davide Caschili
(Councilor)
VAT ID: IT 04013800273

•
•
•

GENERATOR ROME
• Company name: Generator Hostel Rome s.r.l.
• Address: Via Principe Amedeo, 251, 00185 Rome. Italy
• Telephone number: +39 06 492330
• Email: info.gerom@staygenerator.com pec: generatorhostelrome@legalmail.it
• Registry: Italian Business Registry (Camera di Commercio Industria Artigianato e Agricoltura di Roma)
• Registered number: RM - 944038
• Directors: Alastair Thomann (Chairman), Benedetta Cattuzzo and Andre Guettouche
• VAT ID: IT 04955750486
GENERATOR PARIS
• Company name: Generator Hostels Paris SAS
• Address: 9-11 Place du Colonel Fabien, 75010 Paris. France
• Tel: +33 (0)1 70 98 84 00
• Email: ask.paris@generatorhostels.com
• Registry: registered in France
• Registered number: 2012 B15908
• Directors: Alastair Thomann (President) and Mark Andrew Spavale (Managing Director)

•

VAT ID: FR 83753023084

GENERATOR STOCKHOLM
• Company name: Generator Hostels Sweden AB
• Address: Torsgatan 10, Stockholm, Sweden, 111 23
• Tel: +46 (0)8 505 323 70
• Email: ask.stockholm@generatorhostels.com
• Registry: Swedish Companies Registration Office (Bolagsverket)
• Registered number: 559017-4404
• Directors: Andre Guettouche, Brent Gibbs and Elena Chirkina
• VAT ID: SE 559017440401
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